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 he has covered skincare, fashion, and wellness for publications including The NY Times, GQ,
Information, and Out, and he is author of the popular guys’The Bearded Gentleman can be an
entertaining, witty, and useful guide to facial hair styles and the men who put them on.s best for
you, and also insight into how facial hair has figured in the history of masculinity, including its
effect on politics, class, and sexuality.Among them are many well-known designs, such as the
Handlebar, the Fu Manchu, the Goatee, the Van Dyck, and the more recent Soul Patch. But
additionally, there are those that are less familiar, including the Horseshoe, the Lampshade, the
Painter’s Brush, the Landing Strip, the French Fork, and El Insecto (a. the Mighty).s style blog
page HommeGrooming.k. There’s also practical assistance on choosing a facial hair style that’
The Bearded Gentleman can be an authoritative however lighthearted guide that provides
detailed details on some fifty specific facial hair designs: where they result from, how exactly to
develop them, and how exactly to maintain them.t give it another thought.Allan Peterkin’s prior
books include 1000 Beards: A Cultural History of Facial Hair, featured with time, Esquire, and The
New Yorker.Nick Burns is one of the leading authors on men’s grooming;For years and years,
men have been developing and styling their facial hair, whether for the sake of vanity, religious
beliefs, or cultural factors, but most of us don’a.com.
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STILL WONDERING HIS WAS SECTION OF A BIRTHDAY Present FOR MY SON-IN-Rules AND HE
NEVER EXPLAINED IF IT HAD BEEN USEFUL. Four Stars It had some good styles in it. Good Laugh
I'm confident 2 drunk guys wrote this book. I love the pictures that include the explanation. I've
laughed then entire time my boyfriend provides been reading it. Would recommend buying. As
expected. Good pics I bought this for my husband to try different beard styles. He simply grew
his first full beard this season and wasn't experienced on how to maintain one. This reserve has
good pictures and descriptions to follow. Excellent Book For those who have a beard or are
thinking of developing one, THE BEARDED GENTLEMAN is crucial book to have Would
recommend. I would not recommend to anyone. It has tips for shaping and styling, and is a
superb book for just about any bearded gentleman to possess. Would recommend. Would order
again. Very Helpful Book I really like this publication it goes through a huge amount of beard
styles and provides you some instruction on what you should do so far as trimming and cutting
to achieve that style and appearance. Five Stars Lots of great styles and information. Good info.
A great book My hubby really enjoys this reserve. That can be done better by yourself as far as
revelant up to date styles. Was not impressed, however, had not been that expensive. not many
styles you could try your barber. Would purchase again On period. If you like a specific style you
discover in a magazine, simply rip it out, would will fare much better than buying this
publication with few Illustrations, and lots of chatter.
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